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We study a continuum model of dislocation transport in order to investigate the formation of
heterogeneous dislocation patterns. We propose a physical mechanism which relates the formation
of heterogeneous patterns to the dynamics of a driven system which tries to minimize an internal
energy functional while subject to dynamic constraints and state dependent friction. This leads us
to a novel interpretation which resolves the old ’energetic vs. dynamic’ controversy regarding the
physical origin of dislocation patterns. We demonstrate the robustness of the developed patterning
scenario by considering the simplest possible case (plane strain, single slip) yet implementing the
dynamics of the dislocation density evolution in two very different manners, namely (i) a hydrody-
namic formulation which considers transport equations that are continuous in space and time while
assuming a linear stress dependency of dislocation motion, and (ii) a stochastic cellular automaton
implementation which assumes spatially and temporally discrete transport of discrete ’packets’ of
dislocation density which move according to an extremal dynamics. Despite the huge differences
between both kinds of models, we find that the emergent patterns are mutually consistent and in
agreement with the prediction of a linear stability analysis of the continuum model. We also show
how different types of initial conditions lead to different intermediate evolution scenarios which,
however, do not affect the properties of the fully developed patterns.
PACS numbers: 64.70.Pf, 61.20.Lc, 81.05.Kf, 61.72.Bb
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the first TEM observations of dislocations
it is known that the arrangement of dislocations in de-
formed crystals is practically never homogeneous: dislo-
cations show an intrinsic propensity to forming heteroge-
neous patterns. There is an equally long standing discus-
sion regarding the physical nature of these patterns which
is matched by an amazing variety of approaches to their
modeling, many of which are based upon analogies with
pattern formation in other physical systems. Thus, it has
been argued that dislocation patterns can be understood
as minimizers of some kind of (elastic) energy functional
(see e.g. Hansen and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf [1]). Unfortu-
nately this ’energetic’ approach to dislocation patterning
has hardly ever been cast into a tangible mathematical
framework by actually formulating and minimizing the
energy functional in question, one notable exception be-
ing the work of Holt [2] which is clearly crafted in anal-
ogy with contemporary models of spinodal decomposition
patterns and relates the patterning of dislocation densi-
ties to the minimization of an associated internal energy
functional – a process which in stark contrast with ex-
periment is predicted to occur even in the absence of
external stress. The ’energetic’ approach may be con-
trasted with the idea that dislocations in a deforming
crystal constitute a driven system far from equilibrium
where patterns may form as dissipative structures. This
has led to the formulation of nonlinear sets of partial dif-
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ferential equations for dislocation densities Walgraef and
Aifantis [3], Pontes et al. [4] which give rise to a variety of
interesting patterns. Some of these resemble dislocation
patterns observed by TEM, while other types of patterns
predicted by the same equations., such as spiral waves,
have never been observed [5]. In our opinion most of
these models suffer from an overly phenomenological ap-
proach to modelling: They aim at reproducing patterns
(actually, pictures of patterns) rather than deriving them
from the known elastic and kinematic properties of dis-
location systems. As a consequence, the fundamental
controversy whether dislocation patterning is in essence
an energetic or a dynamic phenomenon, which has been
neatly summarized by Nabarro [6], remains unresolved.
Only in recent years, attempts have been made to for-
mulate dislocation density based models based upon av-
eraging procedures which lead from the dynamics of dis-
crete dislocations to the evolution of dislocation densi-
ties in a systematic manner. These methods have been
used to formulate the kinematics of dislocations in 2D
and lately in 3D [7–9] and also to systematically de-
rive driving forces for the dynamics. To the latter end,
two alternative approaches have been pursued: Driving
forces for dislocation density evolution may be obtained
by directly averaging the interaction forces of discrete
dislocations [10–12]. Alternatively, one may formulate
an energy functional governing the dynamics based upon
phenomenological considerations [13, 14] or from direct
averaging of the elastic energy of the discrete dislocation
system [15], and then obtain driving forces from variation
of the energy functional in conjunction with thermody-
namic consistency requirements [16]. Both approaches
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2have been shown to yield mutually consistent results pro-
vided that, in the variational approach, a nontrivial mo-
bility function is assumed which implements a friction
stress [12].
Importantly, these statistical averaging approaches do
not pursue the primary aim of ’modelling patterning’,
i.e., of reproducing experimental images in a more or less
faithful manner. Rather, such models aim at ’modelling
dislocations’: their primary thrust is to provide an ad-
equate representation of the motion and interactions of
dislocations in a continuum framework (’continuum dis-
location dynamics’, CDD). However, it has soon become
clear that in CDD models the emergence of heteroge-
neous dislocation patterns turns out to be an almost in-
evitable feature of the collective dynamics. Simulations
of CDD models in 3D demonstrate an intrinsic tendency
towards dislocation patterning [17, 18] as they relate the
emergence of patterning to the same dislocation inter-
actions that govern strain hardening, in line with the
’principle of similitude’ [19]. This principle has been re-
lated to fundamental invariance properties of the equa-
tions that govern the properties of discrete dislocation
systems, and indeed all physically based models of dislo-
cation patterning published in recent years are consistent
with these invariance properties [20].
While most recent models exploit advances in compu-
tational power [18] or in kinematic averaging methods
[17] in order to address the important problem of dislo-
cation patterning in 3D and under conditions of multiple
slip, the present authors have pursued a more simplistic
yet more fundamental goal, namely to elucidate the re-
spective influences of dynamic and energetic mechanisms
on the patterning process. To this end we focus on a
minimal system (2D, single slip) where an exact repre-
sentation of the kinematics is possible and well-defined
forms have been established both for the energy func-
tional [13, 15] and also for the effective mobility law
[12]. As a consequence, we can dispense to a large ex-
tent of phenomenological assumptions and obtain a com-
plete understanding of the interplay of energy minimiza-
tion, external driving, and friction in driving the emer-
gence of dislocation patterns. In a previous work [12]
we had analyzed the linear stability of the ensuing equa-
tions. While this allowed to reach important conclusions
regarding the patterning mechanism, a linear stability
analysis is of necessity insufficient to decide upon the
stability of the emergent patterns and the robustness of
the patterning scenario. We therefore, in the present
paper, complete this with a comprehensive study of non-
linear aspects of patterning including the influence of ini-
tial condition, pattern growth mode, and investigation of
pattern stability as well as an investigation of the influ-
ences of model implementation (continuous vs. discrete,
deterministic vs. stochastic). The paper is organized as
follows: In Section 2, we briefly present the continuum
model formulated by Groma et al. [12] and its implemen-
tation in a spatially and temporally continuous setting.
Section 3 presents a spatially and temporally discrete,
stochastic model which considers the same spatial cou-
plings and friction rules, but implements a completely
different dynamics. Results from both models are pre-
sented in Section 4 and compared to results from linear
stability analysis. A discussion concerning the nature
and robustness of dislocation patterning is presented in
the Conclusions.
II. DETERMINISTIC CONTINUUM MODEL
In the following we give a brief summary of the contin-
uum model of dislocation transport developed in Groma
et al. [12], see also Valdenaire et al. [11]. For a de-
tailed discussion of the derivation and statistical aver-
aging methodology the reader is referred to the original
works of Groma et al. [10], Valdenaire et al. [11], Groma
et al. [12]. We consider a 2D system of straight parallel
edge dislocations of both signs which can be envisaged as
charged point particles moving in a perpendicularly in-
tersecting plane (taken to be the xy plane). Dislocations
of Burgers vector modulus b are assumed to move on a
single slip system which constrains their motion to the
slip direction which we identify with the x direction.
A. Transport equations
The model equations have the structure of continuity
equations. The stress-driven motion of a dislocation de-
pends on its sign; we use the sign convention that, under
a positive resolved shear stress, positive dislocations of
density ρ+ move with velocity v+ in the +x and nega-
tive dislocations of density ρ− move with velocity −v− in
the −x direction. These motions produce a shear strain
γ at rate
∂tγ = b
(
ρ+v+ + ρ−v−
)
(1)
Neglecting dislocation generation or annihilation, the
transport equations have the simple structure
∂tρ
+(r, t) = −∂x(ρ+v+)
∂tρ
−(r, t) = ∂x(ρ−v−) (2)
where
v+(r, t) = M0bT +(r, t)
v−(r, t) = M0bT −(r, t). (3)
In these equations, the T ± are effective shear stresses
driving the motion of positive and negative dislocations
and M0 is a dislocation mobility coefficient (inverse drag
coefficient). Hence, we assume the dislocation velocities
to be proportional to the effective driving forces T ±b
(i.e., the effective glide components of the Peach-Koehler
forces.
3B. Evaluation of the effective driving stresses
The effective driving stresses T (τ±d , τ±f ) result from the
combination of sign-dependent local driving stresses τ±d
and friction stresses τ±f as
T (τd, τf) = sign(τd) (|τd| − τf) (4)
The driving stresses are given by combinations of a spa-
tially homogeneous shear stress τext arising from remotely
applied boundary tractions which provides the external
driving force for dislocation motion and plastic flow, and
a set of stress contributions describing dislocation inter-
actions,
τ±d = τext + τint + τback ± τdiff . (5)
We discuss the interaction stress contributions τint, τb,
and τd in turn:
1. The ’internal’ shear stress τint arises from hetero-
geneity of the plastic eigenstrain εpl = γ(ex⊗ ey +
ey⊗ex)/2. This stress can be calculated in various
manners, e.g. by direct convolution of the dislo-
cation shear stress field with the excess dislocation
density κ = ρ+ − ρ− = −∂xγ/b as done by Groma
et al. [10], by using an Airy stress function formal-
ism [13], or numerically by solving the eigenstrain
problem using finite elements. In the following we
adopt a fourth method where we calculate the in-
ternal stress directly from the plastic strain γ using
a Green’s function formalism as adopted in Zaiser
and Moretti [21],
τint(r) =
∫
γ(r′)µ(r − r′)d2r′ (6)
where µ is an interaction kernel function with the
Fourier transform
G(k) = µ
pi(1− ν)
k2xk
2
y
k4
= µT (k), (7)
where µ is the shear modulus of the material, ν is
Poisson’s ratio, and kx and ky are components of
the Fourier wavevector with modulus k.
2. The ’back stress’ τback counter-acts accumulation
of dislocations of the same sign. It is given by
τb(r) = −µbD
ρ
∂xκ(r) = µ
D
ρ
∂xxγ(r), (8)
where D is a nondimensional factor of the order
of unity and ρ = ρ+ + ρ− is the total dislocation
density. We see that the back stress is proportional
to the second gradient of the shear strain.
3. Finally, the ’diffusion stress’ τdiff is given by
τdiff(r) = −µbA
ρ
∂xρ(r), (9)
where A is another nondimensional factor of the
order of unity. The terminology ’diffusion stress’ is
used because this stress, if inserted via Eqs (5), (4),
(3) into the transport equations Eq. (2), gives rise
to a diffusion-like contribution to the evolution of
the total dislocation density ρ.
Groma et al. [12] observed that the stress contributions
τint, τback and τdiff represent kinematic hardening con-
tributions. Indeed all these stress contributions can, via
variational calculus, be derived from an energy functional
of the dislocation system given by
E = Eel + Edis,
Eel =
∫ ∫
γ(r)G(r − r′)γ(r′)d2rd2r′,
Edis =
∫
µb2
(
Aρ ln(ρ) +
D
2
κ2
ρ
)
d2r. (10)
The first contribution to this functional represents the
elastic energy associated with the average plastic eigen-
strain γ, whereas the second term represents a correction
which captures elastic energy contributions due to stress
and strain heterogeneities on the scale of single disloca-
tions, which cannot be represented in terms of the coarse
grained strain variable γ. For a formal derivation of these
terms by averaging the elastic energy of the underlying
discrete dislocation system, see Zaiser [15].
The ’friction stresses’ τ±f in the effective stress expres-
sions (4) are given by
τ±f = αµb
√
ρ
(
1∓ κ
ρ
)
. (11)
These stresses are of a different nature from the driving
stresses: they represent friction-like, isotropic hardening
contributions. While these stresses arise naturally from
direct averaging of the dislocation interactions, they can-
not be derived from an energy functional but need to
be added ’by hand’ to an energy-based formalism where
they enter in terms of a non-trivial, nonlinear mobility
function with a mobility threshold [12]. The functional
form of these stresses is that of Taylor stresses; in physical
terms, they represent the mutual trapping of positive and
negative dislocations into dipolar or multipolar configu-
rations. Their dependency on κ reflects the fact that the
presence of an excess of dislocations of one sign implies
reduced pinning of the majority and enhanced pinning
of the minority population. In particular, for κ = ρ or
κ = −ρ (only positive or only negative dislocations) the
pinning stress is zero.
C. Initial conditions, boundary conditions, loading
protocol
We implement periodic boundary conditions in x and
y for the stresses, and in x for the dislocation fluxes.
For the stresses this means that the convolution integral
4in Eq. (6) is evaluated using the L-periodically contin-
ued Fourier transform of the kernel. As initial conditions
we use ρ±(r, t) = ρ0/2 + δρ±(r, t) where   1 and
we consider two types of perturbation δρ±: (i) a Gaus-
sian white noise of unit amplitude and (2) a localized
Gaussian ’blob’ of width l = ρ
−1/2
0 located at the center
of the simulation cell. The loading protocol is simple:
We impose a constant external stress and keep it fixed
throughout the simulation, thus implementing creep-like
testing conditions.
III. DISCRETE STOCHASTIC MODEL
Our second model considers dislocation motion to be
driven by the same stress contributions as introduced in
Section 2B. However, the implementation of the dynam-
ics differs radically.
We now consider a spatially and temporally discrete
model where space is discretized onto a L × L lattice
consisting of N × N square unit cells of size d × d with
d = L/N . The simulation lattice is aligned with the
x and y axes of a Cartesian coordinate system where,
(x, y) → (i = x/d, j = yd). The discrete coordinate
i marks the slip direction and j the direction of the
slip plane normal. Periodic boundary conditions are as-
sumed. Again we consider densities ρ± of positive and
negative dislocations, however, dislocation densities are
now assumed to be constant over each lattice cell and
to be ’quantized’ in units ρ±d which are integer fractions
ρ±d = ρ0/(2M) of the overall dislocation density ρ0. A
discrete density quantum ρd of sign s ∈ {1,−1} is hence-
forth denoted as a positive or negative ’dislocatom’. The
dislocation state of lattice site (i, j) is then characterized
by the densities ρ+ij = n
+
ijρd and ρ
−
ij = n
−
ijρd or equiva-
lently by the respective dislocatom numbers. Again, we
consider the overall densities of positive and negative dis-
locations and hence the total dislocatom numbers to be
conserved.
We evolve the quantized dislocation densities on the
lattice in discrete steps. Since all dependent and inde-
pendent variables of the problem can be expressed in
terms of integer numbers, we are dealing with a cellu-
lar automaton (CA) dynamics for which we now specify
the evolution rules.
A. Cellular automaton dynamics
The motion of dislocations is described as discrete shuf-
fling of dislocatoms between sites that are adjacent in i
direction. Motion of positive and negative dislocatoms is
controlled by driving forces which are proportional to the
same effective stresses T ± that govern dislocation trans-
port in the continuum model, with the only difference
that these stresses (and also the plastic strains) are now
defined on the boundaries between cells (i, j) and (i+1, j)
that are adjacent in the slip direction. This implies that
the lattice used for stress evaluation is shifted with re-
spect to the lattice used for dislocation density evolution
by d/2 along the direction of slip. Without loss of gener-
ality, we denote as boundary (i, j) the boundary between
cells (i, j) and (i+ 1, j).
Dislocatoms move across boundaries subject to the fol-
lowing rules:
• Dislocatoms do not move across boundaries expe-
riencing zero effective stress.
• Among all boundaries experiencing non-zero effec-
tive stress we determine, in each given time step,
a critical boundary and dislocatom sign defined as
the boundary and sign for which the effective stress
has the largest absolute value:
(im, jm, sm) : |T smimjm | := maxi,j,s |T
s
ij |. (12)
Across this critical boundary, we move one dislo-
catom of sign sm in direction smsign(T smimjm). In
other words, positive dislocatoms move to the right
from site (i→ i+ 1) under a positive stress and to
the left from (i+ 1→ i) under a negative effective
stress, while negative dislocatoms show the oppo-
site behavior. After a dislocatom has moved across
a boundary, the dislocatom numbers on both sites
are adjusted accordingly.
• Motion of a dislocatom across a boundary changes
the strain associated with this boundary. If a dislo-
catom moves from a site under a positive effective
stress, then the strain γij on the crossed boundary
is increased by ρdbd. If the dislocatom moves under
a negative effective stress, the strain is decreased by
the same amount.
• After a dislocatom has moved we re-calculate all
stresses (for details see below) and determine the
next critical boundary.
These rules implement a CA with extremal dynamics,
corresponding the a physical situation where the veloc-
ity of dislocations increases with effective stress in a very
abrupt manner (e.g. an exponential law with a large
exponent or a very high power law), such that the dis-
location with the highest stress moves much faster than
all others. In this sense the CA dynamics provides an
extreme contrast with the linear velocity law assumed in
the continuum model.
B. Calculation of stresses
The effective driving stresses T ±ij are calculated from
the same equations as for the transport model, with some
adjustments for the discrete nature of the model and for
the inclusion of stochastic terms. The total and excess
dislocation densities are evaluated as ρij = ρd(n
+
ij + n
−
ij)
and κij = ρd(n
+
ij − n−ij). The external stress is constant
5throughout the system. Internal stresses are evaluated
according to Eq. (6) with the convolution replaced by the
discrete lattice sum. Back stresses and diffusion stresses
are evaluated from Eqs. (8) and (9) with the spatial
derivatives replaced by the respective directional differ-
ence quotients. The friction stress associated with the
boundary (i, j) is evaluated as
τ±f,ij = αµb
√
ρij + ρi+1,j
(
1∓ κij + κi+1,j
ρij + ρi+1,j
)
∗ ξij .
(13)
where ξij is a Gaussian distributed random variable of
average 1 and standard deviation στ . After a dislocatom
move across some boundary, a new value of this variable
is assigned to the boundary from the same distribution.
This feature allows the model to account for stress fluc-
tuations arising from the changes in local configurations
of the discrete dislocations. Setting στ = 0 makes Eq.
(13) the direct discrete counterpart of (11).
C. Initial conditions, boundary conditions, loading
protocol
We impose periodic boundary conditions as in the con-
tinuum model. Initial conditions are constructed by plac-
ingN×N×M/2 positive and an equal number of negative
dislocatoms randomly on the simulation lattice sites. We
use two different types of loading protocol: (i) we impose
a constant stress as in the continuum model. (ii) Alter-
natively, we increase, after an initial relaxation step, the
stress precisely to the value needed to create one critical
boundary. We trace the subsequent relaxation until no
critical boundaries are left, and repeat. This algorithm
corresponds to a quasi-static (infinitely slow) increase
of the external stress and produces a stress-strain curve
which approaches a horizontal asymptote corresponding
to the macroscopic flow stress.
IV. RESULTS
A. Linear Stability Analysis of Transport
Equations
A linear stability analysis (LSA) of the dislocation
transport equations in Section 2 has been performed by
Groma et al. [12]. Here we briefly summarize the re-
sults as a reference for comparison with the numerical
investigation of the fully nonlinear equation and with
the results obtained from the discrete stochastic model.
One considers a spatially homogeneous reference state
ρ+ = ρ− = ρ0/2 under external stress τext and inves-
tigates the time evolution of infinitesimal perturbations
around this state in linear approximation. Because of the
general scaling invariance properties of dislocation sys-
tems, results can be expressed in a generic form where all
dislocation densities are measured in units of Cρ = ρ0,
all lengths in units of Cl = ρ
1/2
0 , all times in units of
Ct = (M0µb
2ρ0)
−1, all stresses in units of Cτ = µb
√
ρ,
and all strains in units of Cγ = b
√
ρ. In the following we
use these units throughout.
Linear stability analysis leads to the following results:
• No plastic flow occurs and the dislocation mi-
crostructure is static for τext ≤ α.
• In the flowing phase (τext > α), the growth rates of
fluctuations follow from the equation
Λ±(k) = − (A+D)k
2
x + T (k)
2
±
√
[(D +A)k2x + T (k)]
2 − 4k2x[A(Dk2x + T (k))−B]
2
(14)
where
B = τext[(3/2)α− τext]. (15)
• Within the unstable stress regime, there exists a
band of unstable wave-vectors k fulfilling the equa-
tion
ADk2x +AT (k)−B < 0. (16)
Perturbations of maximum amplification have the
wave-vector kmax with kmaxy = 0 and
kmaxx = ρ
1/2
0
2B−1 +
√
1 + (A−D)
2
4AD
(A−D)2
1/2 . (17)
Hence, we expect the emerging patterns to be dom-
inated by heterogeneities in x rather than y direc-
tion.
We now compare these predictions with solutions of the
nonlinear transport equations, both for continuous trans-
port and for discrete stochastic ’dislocatom’ dynamics.
B. Simulations of the continuum transport
equations
Given that LSA predicts the dominant unstable mode
to be associated with heterogeneities along the x but not
the y direction, we first investigate a one-dimensional sce-
nario where we impose homogeneity in y direction, hence
ky = 0 by construction. In x direction we use periodic
boundary conditions with period L = 500. We consider
two types of initial conditions, namely (i) a Gaussian
white noise and (ii) a small, localized dislocation density
’blob’ on top of the homogeneous background (Fig. 1).
The amplitudes of the Fourier components of the pertur-
bation are identical in both cases, however, in case of the
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Figure 1. Spatio-temporal evolution of dislocation density patterns for two different initial conditions; left: small Gaussian white
noise superimposed on a homogeneous density distribution, right: localized density fluctuation superimposed on a homogeneous
distribution; parameters A = 0.5, D = 0.4, α = 0.3, τext = 1.1α.
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Figure 2. Left: Evolution of the Fourier modes ρ(kx) of the
total dislocation density ρ(x); right: growth rates as deduced
from the initial slope of the ln |ρ(kx)| vs t curves and analytical
prediction according to Eq. (14); parameters as in Figure 1.
localized ’blob’ the phases are identical whereas for the
white noise they are random. Assuming a white noise
perturbation leads to spatially distributed growth of the
patterns, whereas a localized blob as initial condition
leads to a correlated growth scenario where a fully devel-
oped pattern emerges locally and then spreads through
propagation of an enveloping wave. Despite the differ-
ent growth dynamics, the fully developed patterns result-
ing from initial conditions (i) and (ii) are very similar in
terms of morphology and wavelength. The patterns con-
sist of periodic walls of high dislocation density separated
by dislocation depleted channels. The increased disloca-
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Figure 3. Pattern wavelength λ as a function of the model pa-
rameters, left: λ(A,D) values for D = 0.5 (squares), A = 0.5
(circles) and A = D (stars), solid line: theoretical curve ac-
cording to Eq. (17) (note that this expression is symmetrical
with respect to an exchange of A and D), τext = 1.1α; right:
λ(τext) for A = 0.5 and D = 0.4, solid line: theoretical curve
according to Eq. (17).
tion density in the walls implies a high flow stress lead-
ing to piling up of positive dislocations on the left and of
negative dislocations on the right side of the walls. The
ensuing back stresses, in turn, reduce dislocation flow in
the intermediate channels: Dislocation patterning is as-
sociated with a reduction in the overall strain rate.
Initially all Fourier modes of the perturbation have
equal amplitude in both cases. The time evolution of
the Fourier coefficients of the emergent patterns is shown
in Fig. 2 (left) for case (i); case (ii) shows a practically
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initial conditions; upper two rows: small Gaussian white noise superimposed on a homogeneous density distribution; lower two
rows: localized density fluctuation superimposed on a homogeneous distribution; parameters as in Figure 1.
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initial conditions; upper two rows: small Gaussian white noise superimposed on a homogeneous density distribution; lower two
rows: localized density fluctuation superimposed on a homogeneous distribution; parameters as in Figure 1.
8identical behavior. From the initial growth rates of the
discrete Fourier modes ρ(kx) we deduce growth factors
defined as Λ(kx) = ∆ ln ρ(kx)/∆t. Comparison with the
analytical prediction of Eq. 14 shows excellent agree-
ment as illustrated in Fig. 2 (right) . The wavelengths of
the fully developed patterns match very closely (within
5%) the predictions of linear stability analysis for the
wavelength of the mode with maximum amplification.
This observation, which holds throughout the parame-
ter regime (Fig. 3), is remarkable since the nonlinearities
have clearly a strong influence on the density distribution
which is very different from a sinusoidal wave.
We then study the same patterning scenarios in
two dimensions. In this case the emergent patterns
have a stripe-like character where the system is near-
homogeneous in y direction whereas the x dependency of
the dislocation densities is almost identical to the one-
dimensional case. If we use a Gaussian white noise as
initial perturbation, embryonic patterns start growing lo-
cally and then, in a first ’synchronization’ stage organize
in y direction to form parallel walls. In a second ’growth’
stage the amplitude of these wall like dislocation density
modulations increases while the once-established pattern
remains in place (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, top). If, on the
other hand, we start from a localized dislocation den-
sity ’blob’ then an interesting scenario occurs (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, bottom): The blob causes positive and negative
dislocations to pile up from both sides. The long range
stresses of the double pile up then lead to growth of a
double wall similar to a kink band in y direction. Fi-
nally, the double wall serves as nucleus for a nonlinear
wave which spreads the pattern in y direction as in the
one dimensional case. Irrespective of the growth mode,
the wavelength and morphology of the patterns are al-
most identical to the one dimensional case.
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Figure 6. Top left: Analytical growth factor Λ as in Figure 2;
top right: Normalized Fourier pattern ρ(k, t) for t = 100Ct,
strain 〈γ〉 = 10; bottom: Fourier patterns ρ(k, t) for t =
150Ct, strain 〈γ〉 = 15 and t = 250Ct, 〈γ〉 = 19; parameters
as in Figure 1.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the Fourier spectrum of the
emerging dislocation density distribution. We use a loga-
rithmic scale, hence the color level can also be envisaged
as an exponential growth factor, enabling direct com-
parison with Fig. 6, top left. It can be seen that the
Fourier pattern of the developing pattern closely matches
the growth predictions of linear stability analysis also in
2D (Fig. 6, top right). At later stages, nonlinear effects
lead to growth also of initially damped short-wavelength
modes (Fig. 6, bottom). This is in close analogy with
the 1D observations shown in Fig. 2, left. Note that the
growth of damped modes concerns mainly harmonics in x
of the initial unstable mode, as evidenced by the periodic
striations of the Fourier patterns in Fig. 6, bottom.
C. Simulations of the stochastic cellular automaton
model
Simulations of the stochastic cellular automaton model
were conducted using a quasi-static stress increase proto-
col as described in Section IIIC with the dislocatom size
corresponding to M = 16. This leads to ascending stress
strain curves reaching a horizontal asymptote (Fig. 7).
Pattern formation is illustrated in Fig. 8. We can see
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Figure 7. Stress-strain curves as obtained from the stochastic
CA model under quasistatic loading conditions.
the emergence of alternating walls of positive and neg-
ative dislocations which become more pronounced with
increasing strain.
The Fourier transform of the emergent patterns, taken
at different strains, points to a growth scenario that dif-
fers substantially from that in the deterministic trans-
port model. While the overall symmetry of the Fourier
pattern matches the observations from the determinis-
tic transport model and the corresponding linear stabil-
ity analysis results, Fig. 9 demonstrates that the domi-
nant wavelength of the patterns obtained from the CA
shifts in the course of patterning from shorter to larger
wavelengths (smaller kx). This may be a feature of the
short-wavelength noise that is inherent in the CA dy-
namics: The deterministic transport dynamics leads to
a growth of the initially present spatial fluctuations that
initially follows the LSA predictions. The CA dynam-
ics, by contrast, continually adds spatio-temporal noise
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Figure 8. Spatio-temporal evolution of dislocation density
patterns (excess density κ(r)) as obtained from the stochastic
CA model using a quasi-static loading protocol; parameters
A = D = 0.1, α = 0.3.
at the shortest possible scale wavelength, namely on the
scale of a single simulation cell.
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Eq.(14) at A=D=0.5; top right: Normalized Fourier patterns
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κ(k, γ) for mean strains 〈γ〉 = 4 and 〈γ〉 = 16, the Fourier
patterns have been averaged over 100 realizations of the CA
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In agreement with the LSA the wavelength of the fully
developed patterns increases with increasing A or D as il-
lustrated by the stars in Fig. 3. However, at larger A or D
values the characteristic wavelengths obtained are larger
than it is predicted by the LDA. This can be attributed
to the extremal dynamics used in the CA model. More-
over, the patterns obtained from the CA model are much
more ’noisy’ than their deterministic counterparts. This
is evident, for instance, from the absence of the higher
order ’satellites’ in the Fourier patterns of Fig. 9.
Repeating the simulations at constant external stress
leads to results that are virtually identical with those de-
rived from the quasi-static loading protocol. This is to
be expected, since it is in the nature of the extremal dy-
namics that the addition of a constant stress, whatever
its magnitude, does not change the sequence of events
dictated by the extremal rule. As a consequence, the
pattern wavelengths are stress independent: Whatever
the stress level, the fully developed patterns match those
obtained from the transport model in the limit τext → 1
which represents the case of deformation at vanishing
rate. This limit actually represents the physically rel-
evant case since, in real patterning scenarios, the rate
dependent contribution to the flow stress is exceedingly
small. For illustration, we take typical parameters of Cu
where M0 ≈ 2 × 104 Pa−1s−1 (see Kubin and Canova
[22]) and b = 2.54 × 10−10 m and assume a dislocation
density ρ0 = 10
12 m−2. A typical strain rate of 10−3
s−1 then requires a stress of the order of 1 Pa which is
about 7 orders of magnitude below the typical level of the
dislocation interaction stresses, hence, the characteristic
deviation of the applied stress from the value τext = 1 is
expected to be negligible.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Nonlinear simulations of a simple model of dislocation
density patterning show that the fully developed pat-
terns closely match the predictions derived from a simple
linear stability analysis. The patterns depend little on
the dynamical rules governing dislocation motion: Two
different dynamic models, one assuming linearly stress
dependent viscous dislocation motion and the other an
extremely jerky cellular automaton evolution with ex-
tremal dynamics, produce qualitatively similar results.
Also, simulations of the viscous model for different ini-
tial conditions show that the initial conditions, while hav-
ing appreciable influence on the transient behavior, are
practically immaterial to the fully developed pattern. In
both viscous and CA models, patterning goes along with
hardening as evidenced by a reduction in strain rate in
the constant-stress viscous simulations or by an increase
in stress in the CA simulations which use a quasi-static
loading protocol. The final patterns are essentially gov-
erned by a quasi-static balance of the different stress con-
tributions entering the model - they depend on a stress
balance which makes dislocations rest in meta-stable con-
figurations, but NOT on the way the dislocations move
between such configurations. This provides some hints
why dislocation patterns are similar in pure and solute
hardened fcc metals, or in fcc metals and ionic crystals
with KCl structure, where the dislocation velocity laws
are surely very different.
Looking at the balance of stresses involved we see three
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different kinds of stresses, which only in their mutual in-
terplay can produce the observed patterning: First, we
have an external stress driving the dislocation system.
This is essential: no patterning can take place in the ab-
sence of plastic flow. Second, we have the stress contri-
butions τint, τback and τdiff which derive from an energy
functional comprising elastic and defect energy contri-
butions. These stresses are essential for understanding
the pattern morphology and wavelength - in particular,
the wall-like morphology of the patterns stems from the
structure of the elastic energy functional and the corre-
sponding stress kernel governing τint, whereas the pattern
wavelength depends on the parameters A and D which
control the defect energy contribution to the energy func-
tional. It is, however, important to note that the internal
energy related stress contributions alone can not explain
pattern formation: In fact, the patterning process de-
pends crucially on a fourth stress contribution which is
dissipative in nature, namely the friction stress τf hence,
the present patterning scenario cannot be envisaged as
’energetically driven’. In fact the basic mechanism lead-
ing to instability is simply the fact that, in a location
of enhanced dislocation density, the friction stress is in-
creased and hence more dislocations pile up in the same
place. This is precisely the ’dynamic’ patterning sce-
nario of Nabarro [6], however, with the twist that with-
out accounting for the ’energetic’ stress contributions it
is impossible to understand the pattern wavelength and
pattern morphology!
We come thus to the conclusion that much of the
past discussion about dislocation patterning may have
been based upon false dichotomies and misleading analo-
gies. Dislocation patterns are neither dynamic dissipative
structures nor is their formation driven by energy mini-
mization. Rather, the patterns emerge from the attempt
of the dislocation system to minimize a coarse grained
energy functional while driven by an external stress and
constantly encumbered by trapping into local, ’micro-
scopic’ energy minima which on the coarse grained scale
appear as friction. Past analogies, be it with spinodal
decomposition or dynamic chemical waves, have in our
opinion not been very helpful to understanding this in-
terplay. Nevertheless the use of metaphors for concep-
tualizing dislocation patterns has a long (if somewhat
murky) tradition and we cannot help coming up with a
metaphor of our own: We think that the emergence of
metastable patterns from an interplay of driving, energy
minimization and frictional ’shielding’ resembles the pro-
cesses governing the emergence of ripples on sand dunes:
There, airflow over a sand surface and ensuing saltation
provide the external driving force, gravity the potential
energy that the system tries to minimize, and the screen-
ing of fluxes by already deposited grains the key mecha-
nism that may lead to instability of a smooth sand surface
with respect to ripple formation [23].
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